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The Journey is Not a Straight Line
Find your Why
Ask for help. 

Learn from your mistakes.
Why not you?

If you want to go far, GO TOGETHER.
Be someone who lifts others up.



Who Am I?

• CEO of Dion’s Pizza, failed 
investment banker

• Proud father of 2, Divorced, 
Second marriage, 2 step 
daughters

• Runner, skier, scuba diver













My superpower 
comes when I lift 

others up!!!



My Why - Contribute

• I am at my best when I am contributing to a cause greater than 
myself.

Find your why at 
whyinstitute.com



My How

•LISTEN – be curious and ask questions

•CARE – show genuine interest in others

•ACT – do something to support / encourage



My What

•What did I ask of my employees in return?

YOU ARE PAID TO THINK



Late 1990’s to 2000

•Success as a GM led to 
role as a regional 
manager.

•Got an opportunity to 
start Dion’s in Utah. 
Next big failure.





The Power of 
Making Mistakes



If you ever want to 
see how good you 

can be, you have to 
make more mistakes.

-Jorge Vela



Making Decisions



Work success

•Promoted to VP of 
Operations

•Built stores in Los 
Lunas and Santa Fe

•Wanted more



Michael Mack

•What is it that you really want to be doing?

•Have you said it out loud?

•Why would they pick you? How would 
someone who gets that job act?



Why Not You?



Michael Mack

•Take a moment. What is it that you really want 
to be doing?

•Have you said it out loud?

•What are the things that move you towards 
your dream? How does someone you realizes 
that dream act?



Work Success / Struggles at home

•Behind the scenes, things were falling apart.

•Failure of marriage
•Low point in my life, had to get help



Learn to ask for help



The Journey is Not a Straight Line
Find your Why.

Learn from your mistakes.
Why not you?
Ask for help.



If you want to go far, 
GO TOGETHER.
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